
Howgreen are you?

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE PACKAGING PRODUCTS



Give your packaging 
theGreen High Five
Everyone wants and needs to reduce their environmental 
impact and to help you achieve that we’ve compiled a 
selection of products from our catalogue that meet one 
or more of our ‘Green High Five’ criteria.

Some of these offer a viable eco-friendly
alternative to traditional packaging 
products, while others are products that
have always met one or more criteria.
We’ve also added products that, while 

they may not be made from sustainable or
recyclable materials, still make a positive
environmental contribution. Further 
information on these products can be
found in our catalogue or on our website.

> Sustainable
> Recyclable
> Reusable
> Biodegradable
> Waste Reductive
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How do you secure your boxed products 
– are you still using plastic tapes, which 
slowly (if ever) biodegrade and have to 
be segregated from waste card before 
recycling? Here’s a few options to consider.

Tegrabond protects your contents better than any other carton seal

The best-selling BP555
Tegrabond electronic
tape dispenser

Taping & 
Sealing

Tegrabond tape is the ultimate eco-friendly 

case taping method. Made from natural kraft

paper carrier and starch adhesive it’s 100% 

sustainable, 100% biodegradable and 100% 

recyclable without having to be segregated 

from cardboard.

Tegrabond®

Water Activated Tapes

It’s the most effective way to securely seal a carton, giving 
the highest level of permanent adhesion, high burst 
strength and tamper-evidence. This gives Tegrabond tape 
an additional eco-advantage – damaged goods will either 
be returned for repair or replacement (increased carbon 
footprint) or discarded (extra recycling costs or 
added landfill).

It’s also proven to be more cost-effective than plastic 
pressure-sensitive tape in the order fulfilment sector, 
as less tape is needed for a satisfactory seal. Dispensed 
in pre-set or programmable lengths, it’s also faster than 
using a hand tape dispenser.

Tegrabond is available in natural, snow white and oyster kraft
and with glassfibre reinforcement strands for enhanced burst
resistance. Tape thicknesses range from 60gsm to 90gsm and
125gsm reinforced. Tape widths range from 24mm to 96mm.

Tegrabond is also available with pre-printed warning 
messages or with your own bespoke design. 
Go to the Xtegra®Tegrabond® section of 
our catalogue for more information.
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If you prefer to use a pressure-sensitive tape

but want to stay green, Pacplus ECO-X kraft

paper tape with hot melt adhesive is your 

answer as it’s biodegradable. Available in 

natural kraft, it blends well with brown 

corrugated card and is less susceptible to 

creasing than plastic tape, so presentation 

is excellent.

Pacplus®

Kraft Hot Melt Tapes

Masking tape is also used for sealing packages

when a temporary hold is needed that doesn’t

leave residue when removed.

Pacplus®

Masking Tapes

Supplied in widths ranging from 25mm to 75mm and with a
75mm cardboard core, it’s compatible with pistol grip and
bench mounted tape dispensers.

Find it in the Pacplus Adhesive Tapes section of our catalogue
for full details.

Pacplus masking tapes come on a 75mm cardboard core and
in widths ranging from 25mm to 100mm. They’re also found
in the Pacplus Adhesive Tapes catalogue section.

Hot melt glue sticks are another way of quickly

and securely sealing packages, and with four 

formulations to choose from, the Stickfast range

from Xtegra has a glue for everyone. 

Hot melt glue is particularly good for presentation

packaging, where tape would obliterate 

printed areas, and is also permanent and 

tamper-evident.

Stickfast™
Hot Melt Glues

Stickfast glue applicators include light, medium and 
heavy duty models and Stickfast glues are formulated for
multipurpose, low-melt, fast set and high strength bonding.
Turn to the Xtegra Stickfast section of our catalogue for 
more information on applicators and glues.

Handy, peelable sealing
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Hard and fast: Stickfast glues 

Green-minded ECO-X 



Protect your edges
and your environment

Cardboard protection
takes the hit but is soft
on the environment

Kraftek edge boards are manufactured with a flange 
thickness ranging from 2mm to 6mm, a flange width of 35
mm to 100mm and in almost any length up to 2 metres, 
or even longer on request. They are also available with a 
moisture-resistant liner for sustained use in high-humidity 
or outdoor conditions.

Turn to the Kraftek Edge Protectors page of the Transpal®

section in our catalogue for full details of the edge board range.

Made entirely of sustainable, recyclable content,

these kraft-lined edge protectors defend large

and palletised consignments from damage

caused by strap tension, edge impact and 

dislodged cartons. Used in combination with

strapping, they also eliminate the need for plastic

stretch wrap – another environmental plus-point.

They are made from 100% recyclable and biodegradable
cardboard made from sustainable and recycled sources,
and handily placed just after Kraftek edge protectors in
our catalogue.

Six-ply corrugated cardboard is excellent for 

absorbing impacts and these corner and edge

protectors are popular for transportation and

storage of larger items such as appliances.

Kraftek®

Edge Boards

Transpal®

Corrugated Corner 
& Edge Protectors

Edge Protection
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Now here’s a challenge – create high-bulk
packaging material that reduces packaging
waste! But we have the answer; in fact we
have several. 

Void Fill

As we’ve already mentioned, natural kraft

paper is a sustainable, recyclable and

biodegradable packaging material, and our 

Pacplan X-FILL and X-PAD quickly convert it

from compact paper stacks to high-bulk void 

fill and padding material.

Pacplan®

Kraft Paper Void 
Fill & Padding

Both systems feature advanced anti-jamming 
technology that makes them the most productive 
currently available. You’ll find them in the Pacplan 
section of our catalogue with another star performer…

Air pillows are the Big Momma of bubble wrap, but

you get a lot more fill for the same amount of plastic.

> Before use, the film is contained in a small, compact roll that 
needs very little storage space.

> When inflated the film creates a continuous, perforated roll 
of pillows used to fill gaps between contents, or quilting for 
lining cartons and layering.

> After use, it’s easily punctured and compacted for recycling – 
or in the case of Pacplan® Biofilm, for home composting.

Air Pillow Void Fill

Pacplan®

Biofilm Air Pillows
Pacplan Biofilm is made from natural by-products

of the potato processing industry – sustainable

use of material that would otherwise go to waste. 

In use, it performs equally as well as plastic air pillow but when
you mix it into your compost heap at home it very quickly 
disintegrates into tiny particles and within six months, all that’s
left of it is water, carbon dioxide and a few harmless minerals.

Make waves in void fill with AirWave

The incredible bulk: on-demand,
biodegradable void fill
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Energy-efficient motor technology is just one

High Five credential of this product range, but

that’s not all. Ranging from compact benchtop 

to freestanding three-phase with dust extraction,

these powerful shredders make light work of

turning waste corrugated packaging into free,

useful packing material. With the flick of a flap, 

it can change between high-bulk void fill to 

protective matting for carton lining, interleaving

and wrapping.

Optimax®

Cardboard Shredders
Even when it reaches the end of its useful life, shredded 
cardboard has already begun the mechanical process that 
will break it down for recycling, biomass or composting.

Optimax shredders are featured at the back of the Optimax
section of our catalogue. Look out too for the CP424C2-240V
Chipper, which turns used cartons into high quality animal
bedding.

Discarding cartons? Change and
chop with an Optimax shredder



We hold ourselves responsible 
for improving the environment
through sustainability, recycling
and waste reduction.

The environmental impact of non-degradable packaging 
is increasing and following the ban on exports of plastic
waste this is an issue that needs to be urgently addressed.

Many leading retailers are now implementing stringent
controls to reduce volumes, and more environmentally 
ethical alternatives are under development.

At Southgate®we are constantly searching for and 
introducing new products that contribute to a cleaner, 
more sustainable environment while maintaining – 
or even increasing – users’ productivity and profitability.

Southgate Packaging Limited
Sterling House  Hamlin Way  King’s Lynn  Norfolk  PE30 4NG    

Tel: +44 (0)1553 69 29 69   Email: sales@southgate.eu.com   

www.southgate.eu.com   https://shop.southgate.eu.com/

Cruze Cutter®, Kinetix®, Kraftek®, Marcwell®, Optimax®, Pacplan®, Pacplus®, Pillopax®,
Safeguard®, Stronghold®, Tegrabond®, Tegralert®, Tegracheck®, Tenza®, Tenzalopes®,
Tenzapac®, Transpal® and Xtegra® are registered trademarks of Packaging Brands Ltd.

Ecopax™, Ergoline™, Kitstart™, Slipguard™, Stickfast™, Technik™, Voidstar™ are trademarks of
Packaging Brands Ltd.

We reserve the right to change product specifications without prior notice.

Literature re-order code: LIT-BRC011

EU Ecolabel FR/011/003

packaging  fulfilment  productivity  

For more information on the complete range of
Southgate environmentally responsible packaging
products please contact:


